ABSTRACT

In the submission/presentation phase of any research or analytics project, it is reasonable to expect the receipt of many types of questions aimed at clarifying the reliability and accuracy of the project’s results. One of the most common questions to expect would be: “So the model provides a feasible answer to the question, but does it provide the best answer?” One way to answer this question with utmost confidence is to provide a variety of model fit analyses designed to support the conclusion of your final model. This paper provides a variety of techniques aimed at model fit exploration including default procedure settings as well as additive options. This paper will review the theory behind each of these fit procedures and the pros and cons of their use. Optional R-square calculations will also be explored. This paper is intended for any level of SAS® user. This paper is also written to an audience with a background in behavioral science and/or statistics.

INTRODUCTION

A staple of scientific advancement is the ever-evolving mathematical relationship between predictor and outcome. One of the main problems that arise from this evolution is the question as to whether the model that we are using is appropriate and/or an improvement from earlier iterations of the model. There is an easy solution to this and that is the examination of several forms of predictive power and goodness-of-fit measures.

INTRODUCTION TO THE DATA SET

The Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance System (YRBSS) was developed as a tool to help monitor priority risk behaviors that contribute substantially to death, disability, and social issues among American youth and young adults today. The YRBSS has been conducted biennially since 1991 and contains survey data from national, state, and local levels. The national Youth Risk Behavior Survey (YRBS) provides the public with data representative of the United States high school students. On the other hand, the state and local surveys provide data representative of high school students in states and school districts who also receive funding from the CDC through specified cooperative agreements. The YRBSS serves a number of different purposes. The system was originally designed to measure the prevalence of health-risk behaviors among high school students. It was also designed to assess whether these behaviors would increase, decrease, or stay the same over time. An additional purpose for the YRBSS is to have it examine the co-occurrence of different health-risk behaviors. This particular study examines the co-occurrence of suicidal ideation as an indicator of psychological unrest with other health-risk behaviors. The purpose of this study is to serve as an exercise in correlating two different variables across multiple years with large data sets.

MODEL FIT AND POWER MEASURES

In this paper we will examine several available goodness-of-fit and predictive power measures for a few different regression modeling procedures. But first, it is important for us to cover the nuances and differences between these two different model fit statistics.

POWER MEASURES

Measures of predictive power typically have values that fall between 0 and 1, with 0 indicating a complete lack of predictive power and 1 indicating a perfect predictive relationship. As a general rule, the higher the value, the better, but other than that there are rarely any fixed cut-off values that differentiate whether a model is acceptable or not.

MODEL FIT MEASURES
Goodness-of-fit measures are formal tests of the null hypothesis that the fitted model is correct. These measures output a p-value which is used to decide whether or not the indicated model is a good fit. P-values are numbers between 0 and 1 with higher values indicating a better fit. Contrary to the traditional view of p-values, where one would specify a target $\alpha$ level (such as .05) and accept a model with a p-value below this value, goodness-of-fit test p-values that land below the specified alpha level would indicate that a model is not acceptable.

**HOW THESE MEASURES ARE DIFFERENT**

It is important to note that goodness-of-fit measures and predictive power measures are testing two very different concepts. It should not be surprising for a model that has a very high R-square to also produce an unacceptable goodness-of-fit statistic. The opposite is also true, with the common existence of models with very low R-square and ideal goodness-of-fit scores. One way to look at these two concepts is like this: R-square scores test how much of the variation in response seen in the outcome variable can be explained by the proposed model, whereas goodness-of-fit scores do not tell you how well the outcome variable is predicted by the model, but rather if a specific model can do a better job at explaining the relationship between predictor and outcome than a previously proposed model. Through goodness-of-fit tests, the analyst can qualitatively compare different models while exploring the utilization of more complex concepts such as the addition of non-linearities, interactions, or changing the link function.

**FIT AND POWER MEASURES IN SAS**

Now that we have covered what predictive power and goodness-of-fit tests are and how they are different, now we will explore the different measures that are available for some of the regression procedures available in SAS and how to implement them.

**PROC LOGISTIC & SURVEYLOGISTIC: MODEL FIT AND POWER**

Measures of predictive power in PROC LOGISTIC include a Cox-Snell version R-square, the area under the ROC curve, and some rank-order correlations.

The Cox-Snell R-square and a max-rescaled version of the Cox-Snell R-square statistic (utilized in order to adjust for an upper-bound issue with Cox-Snell) can be produced through the addition of the RSQ option in the MODEL statement:

```sas
proc logistic data = newYRBS_Total;
  class SI_Cat(ref='No') SubAbuse_Cat (ref='1 None') Age_Cat (ref='12 or younger') Sex_Cat (ref='Female') Race_Cat (ref='White') Depression_Cat (ref='No') RecSubAbuse_Cat (ref='No') VictimViol_Cat (ref='None') ActiveViol_Cat (ref='None') / param=ref;
  model SI_Cat = SubAbuse_Cat Age_Cat Sex_Cat Race_Cat Depression_Cat RecSubAbuse_Cat VictimViol_Cat ActiveViol_Cat / rsq;
  title 'Predictive Power: Cox-Snell';
run;
```

You can also easily calculate alternative predictive power estimates such as Tjur:

```sas
proc logistic data = newYRBS_Total;
  class SI_Cat(ref='No') SubAbuse_Cat (ref='1 None') Age_Cat (ref='12 or younger') Sex_Cat (ref='Female') Race_Cat (ref='White') Depression_Cat (ref='No') RecSubAbuse_Cat (ref='No') VictimViol_Cat (ref='None') ActiveViol_Cat (ref='None') / param=ref;
  model SI_Cat = SubAbuse_Cat Age_Cat Sex_Cat Race_Cat Depression_Cat RecSubAbuse_Cat VictimViol_Cat ActiveViol_Cat;
  output out = Tjur pred = yhat;
  title 'Predictive Power: Tjur';
run;
```

You can also easily calculate alternative predictive power estimates such as Tjur:
In this example, the OUTPUT statement will produce a new data set that we will call “Tjur” with the predicted probabilities stored in a new variable called “yhat”. PROC TTEST can then be used to compute the mean of the predicted probabilities for each category of the identified dependent variable (SI_Cat), and then take their difference. For more information on the statistics and controversy behind the use of each of these different R-square calculations, please see Dr. Paul D. Allison’s 2014 Global Forum paper, highlighted in the reference section of this paper.

The area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (calculated when the outcome variable is binary) and three other indices of rank-order correlations are calculated by default in PROC LOGISTIC and outputted as “c”, “Somers’ D (Gini coefficient)”, “Goodman-Kruskal Gamma”, and “Kendall’s Tau-a”.

Measures of goodness-of-fit in PROC LOGISTIC include calculations of deviance, Pearson chi-square, Hosmer-Lemeshow, Akaike Information Criterion, The Bayesian Information Criterion, -2LogL, Stukel’s test, Information Matrix Test, Unweighted Sum of Squares, and Standardized Pearson Test. The latter three of this list are automatically derived through implementation of the PROC LOGISTIC procedure.

We can calculate deviance and Pearson goodness-of-fit by specifying SCALE=NULL in the model statement:

```latex
proc logistic data = newYRBS_Total;
   class   SI_Cat(ref='No') SubAbuse_Cat (ref='1 None') Age_Cat (ref='12 or younger') Sex_Cat (ref='Female') Race_Cat (ref='White') Depression_Cat (ref='No') RecSubAbuse_Cat (ref='No') VictimViol_Cat (ref='None') ActiveViol_Cat (ref='None') / param=ref;
   model SI_Cat = SubAbuse_Cat Age_Cat Sex_Cat Race_Cat Depression_Cat RecSubAbuse_Cat VictimViol_Cat ActiveViol_Cat / scale=none;
   title 'Goodness-Of-Fit: Deviance & Pearson Goodness-Of-Fit';
run;
```

If we specify the ODS Graphics statement and the PLOTS= option then we can produce graphical displays of the ROC curve of model fit:

```latex
ODS graphics ON;
proc logistic data = newYRBS_Total plots=all;
   class   SI_Cat(ref='No') SubAbuse_Cat (ref='1 None') Age_Cat (ref='12 or younger') Sex_Cat (ref='Female') Race_Cat (ref='White') Depression_Cat (ref='No') RecSubAbuse_Cat (ref='No') VictimViol_Cat (ref='None') ActiveViol_Cat (ref='None') / param=ref;
   model SI_Cat = SubAbuse_Cat Age_Cat Sex_Cat Race_Cat Depression_Cat RecSubAbuse_Cat VictimViol_Cat ActiveViol_Cat;
   title 'Goodness-Of-Fit: ROC Plots';
run;
ODS graphics OFF;
```

The Hosmer-Lemeshow Test can be produced by specifying the LACKFIT option in the model statement:

```latex
proc logistic data = newYRBS_Total;
   class   SI_Cat(ref='No') SubAbuse_Cat (ref='1 None') Age_Cat (ref='12 or younger') Sex_Cat (ref='Female') Race_Cat (ref='White') Depression_Cat (ref='No') RecSubAbuse_Cat (ref='No') VictimViol_Cat (ref='None') ActiveViol_Cat (ref='None') / param=ref;
   model SI_Cat = SubAbuse_Cat Age_Cat Sex_Cat Race_Cat Depression_Cat RecSubAbuse_Cat VictimViol_Cat ActiveViol_Cat / lackfit;
   title 'Goodness-Of-Fit: Hosmer-Lemeshow';
run;
```

The Stukel Test can be produced through the following sequence of events:

```latex
proc logistic data = newYRBS_Total;
   class   SI_Cat(ref='No') SubAbuse_Cat (ref='1 None') Age_Cat (ref='12 or younger') Sex_Cat (ref='Female') Race_Cat (ref='White') Depression_Cat (ref='No') RecSubAbuse_Cat (ref='No') VictimViol_Cat (ref='None') ActiveViol_Cat (ref='None') / param=ref;
```
model SI_Cat = SubAbuse_Cat Age_Cat Sex_Cat Race_Cat Depression_Cat RecSubAbuse_Cat VictimViol_Cat ActiveViol_Cat;
output out=a xbeta=xb;
data b;
set a;
za=xb**2*(xb>=0);
zib=xb**2*(xb<0);
um=1;
proc logistic data=b;
model SI_Cat = SubAbuse_Cat Age_Cat Sex_Cat Race_Cat Depression_Cat RecSubAbuse_Cat VictimViol_Cat ActiveViol_Cat za zb;
test za=0,zb=0;
title 'Goodness-Of-Fit: Stukel’s Test';
run;

Some of these newer goodness-of-fit tests can also be implemented through utilization of the GOFLOGIT macro developed by Oliver Kruss and presented at SUGI 25 in 2001. The macro can be downloaded at https://github.com/friendly/SAS-macros/blob/master/goflogit.sas. Through this macro you can implement the Standardized Pearson Test, Unweighted Sum of Squares, and the Information Matrix Test.

Going back to the work used in implementing the Stukel’s Test, we see that in the OUTPUT statement we produce a new data set A that contains all of the variables in the model plus a new variable named “XB”. XB is a linear predictor based on the fitted model. We then implement the DATA step through which the two variables needed for the Stukel test are created, in addition to this NUM=1 is identified in order to create a new “variable” that will be needed for the GOFLOGIT macro. The second logistic procedure is then implemented in order to estimate the extended model with the addition of the two new variables, while also testing the null hypothesis that both ZA and ZB have coefficients of 0.

In order to then calculate the other GOF statistics, the GOFLOGIT macro is called through the following statement:

%goflogit(data=b, y=SI_Cat, xlist=SubAbuse_Cat Age_Cat Sex_Cat Race_Cat Depression_Cat RecSubAbuse_Cat VictimViol_Cat ActiveViol_Cat, trials=num)

This macro fits the logistic regression model with the outcome variable specified in Y= and the predictor variables specified in XLIST=. TRIALS=NUM is then specified given that the macro is designed to calculate GOF statistics for either grouped or ungrouped data. In the instance the data is ungrouped, the number of trials must be set to 1.

PROC PHREG: MODEL FIT AND POWER

Goodness-of-fit measures in PROC PHREG include -2logL, Akaike Information Criterion, and the SBC statistic. These measures are automatically produced with implementation of the PHREG procedure and are located in the Model Fit Statistics section of the output.

PROC REG: MODEL FIT AND POWER

Measures of predictive power in PROC REG include R-square and Adjusted R-Square. These measures can be requested by indicating EDF or RSQUARE for the R-square statistic or ADJRSQ for the Adjusted R-Square statistic in the MODEL statement:

proc reg data = newYRBS_Total;
model SI_Cat = SubAbuse_Cat Age_Cat Sex_Cat Race_Cat Depression_Cat RecSubAbuse_Cat VictimViol_Cat ActiveViol_Cat / edf rsquare adjrsq;
title 'Predictive Power for PROC REG';
run;

Measures of goodness-of-fit in PROC REG include calculations of Akaike Information Criterion, The Bayesian Information Criterion, Mallows Cp, Estimated MSE of prediction assuming multivariate normality, Jp or the final prediction error, Amemiya’s prediction criterion, root MSE, SBC statistic, and Sp statistic.
These measures can be requested by indicating AIC for Akaike Information Criterion, BIC for Bayesian Information Criterion, CP for Mallow’s Cp, GMSEP for estimated MSE of prediction assuming multivariate normality, JP for Jp, PC for Amemiya’s prediction criterion, RMSE for root MSE, SBC for SBC statistic, and SP for Sp statistic in the MODEL statement, similar to the above code for predictive power.

PROC GENMOD: MODEL FIT AND POWER

Measures of goodness-of-fit in PROC GENMOD include calculations of deviance, Pearson chi-square, Akaike Information Criterion, The Bayesian Information Criterion, and -2LogL. All of which are automatically derived through implementation of the PROC GENMOD procedure.

CONCLUSION

This paper covered several different predictive modeling and goodness-of-fit tests and how to implement them in a few different regression procedures. It also covered different resources for further review and exploration of these procedures. For information involving the output of the example coding and models or for full coding examples, please contact the author.
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